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Dr. Ravi Toteja
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It gives me an immense pleasure to write a note for the
first issue of the newsletter Surabhi. Congratulations to
the team NSS @ANDC.

Surabhi in sanskrit means

pleasing/ friendly/lovely/fragrant. Very apt name for the newsletter of National Service
Scheme (NSS) which works for the society and spread inclusivity.
Since its inception in the college, NSS has come a long way. Initially, NSS activities were
centered in the college but with time, NSS has spread its wings and has moved out of the
college. ANDC takes pride that NSS has adopted 5 villages/slums and 10 thalassemic
patients. NSS is successfully carrying out many campaigns like Anti-tobacco campaign,

Swachch Bharat Abhiyaan, thalassemia awareness, plantation drive etc. This clearly shows
that NSS wing of the college has made an outstanding contribution in generating
awareness about various social issues among the common masses. It is also involved in the
community services. All these activities surely motivate students and inculcate in them a
sense of social responsibility fully justifying the motto of NSS that is Not Me but You
and also the twin philosophies of the College — Beyond the Class Room… and Preparing
for the Future…
This very first issue of the Surabhi gives the glimpses of the activities carried out by
NSS and I am sure that this will be a motivating source for the students who are not
involved in NSS to get involved in NSS. Through this I will urge students to participate
actively in NSS and this is the platform from where you can give back to the society.

Happy Reading!!!
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Dr. Manisha Jain
Programme Officer
NSS@ANDC

NSS Unit of ANDC is happy to launch its first ever newsletter
‘Surabhi ‘ from this session onwards. The unit always felt a need
to reach all college students besides registered NSS volunteers.
This newsletter is a step towards achieving the same aim.
‘Surabhi means essence and that’s what we are offering through this newsletter....an
essence of social work activities under taken by ANDC NSS volunteers. The purpose of
NSS Units in all colleges is to inculcate a sense of responsibility in today’s youth by
engaging them in short term social service endeavours. These activities connect them to
the society, help them to have a glimpse of socio-economic diversity prevalent around them
and understand the ways in which they can contribute to serve humanity, to reduce the
gaps in various strata of society. ANDC volunteers are working enthusiastically since last
few years in adopted slums/backward areas to improve their life standards. The session
2018-19 witnessed these volunteers working throughout the weekends over major two
aspects, cleanliness awareness and teaching slum kids. With the beginning of new session
2019-2020 and the constitution of new NSS team, the Unit is back to work. The
newsletter right now aimed at bimonthly release, will keep the ANDC community updated
about all the endeavours of the Unit.
I wish good luck to all our NSS Volunteers to leave admirable impressions in the history of
ANDC…
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Dr. Pooja Bhagat
Co-Convener, NSS@ANDC

NSS, National Service Scheme was launched in Gandhiji’s
Centenary year on 24th September 1969, by the then Union
Education Minister V.K.R.V. Rao at 37 universities in the country.
The scheme has been extended to all universities and in many
schools across all states.
Its Motto ‘Not me but you’ emphasizes on service for the Society. It aims to orient the
young students to the community service during their studies in educational institutions i.e.
schools, colleges and universities. It imprints the idea of social welfare in students without
looking into their self-interests. It not only helps in the personality development but also
inculcates the leadership qualities, ability to solve individual and community problems,
competence required for group living, sharing of responsibilities etc.
SYMBOL OF NSS
The Great Wheel of the world famous Konark Sun Temple, Odisha was
selected as the symbol of NSS.
The red colour in wheel designates the active, energetic, enthusiastic
and high spirited NSS volunteer, full of young blood, while the navy
blue colour represents the cosmos of which the NSS is tiny part
ready to work for the social welfare.
The wheel has eight bars which represents 24 hours a day. The Wheel depicts the cycle of
Creation, Preservation and Release. It signifies the movement in life across time and space.
Hence the symbol indicates continuity as well as change and implicit the continuing aspiring
of NSS for social welfare.
Our NSS volunteers are highly sincere, dedicated and enthusiastic in selfless service for
benefit of the society. We look forward for our NSS volunteers to continue working whole
heartedly towards meeting the core objectives of NSS.
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Social service helps us in discovering ourselves as individuals. Fortune fabricates the
reality and through NSS endeavors, we meet people from different walks of life, who have
achieved enormously and also those who appear to fail in achieving a standard of so called
good life. We try to give them love and help them heal those wounds which made had them
feel being cut off from the society. They find in us someone as their own. They learn that
doing something is better than simply sitting and doing nothing. It expose them to
opportunities and teach them to harvest the fruit of labour. It leads to the NSS
volunteers also to accumulate the experiences which one has hardly thought about.
Life has been unjust to many but one who looks towards positive aspects learns from
difficulties. Various activities undertaken, helped the volunteers in developing various
attributes such as leadership, selflessness and decision making. It is our duty as a
volunteer and as well as an individual to pay back to the society for all comforts it has
provided to us. Awakening moral values in everyone is panacea to the problems society is
facing on daily basis. Our activities, surely does leave an impact on one’s personality thus
forcing them to think about bringing a change in their life.

Orientation Days 2019
The new session of the college began with
Orientation

Programme

‘Breaking

Barriers’

organized by the college on July 22 and 23, 2019.
NSS

Volunteers

provided

assistance

to

the

coordinating team in organizing this orientation
programme.

In this they took charge of some

sessions and informed first year students about the
plethora of activities and opportunities offered by
ANDC to its students. During the NSS session, all
new students were given a glimpse of NSS activities
of the previous session 2018-19 by the NSS
volunteers Prakhar Aggarwal, Vikalp Bajpai, Heena
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Malik, Programme officer Dr. Manisha Jain and Co-Convener Dr. Pooja Bhagat. Following
the Orientation session, a screening round for students was held for selecting new NSS
volunteers for the session 2019-2020.

Jal Shakti Abhiyaan
NSS unit of ANDC carried out two
activities on July 30, 2019 as part of
Jal

Shakti

Abhiyaan.

A

poster

competition was organized on theme
Water Conservation. The Best posters
were then used as a part of Door to
Door Campaign in the area adjoining to
college by NSS Volunteers. The campaign focused on the ways water can be conserved and
harvested in residential areas on routine basis. Volunteers made the residents aware about
how

to

minimize

water

wastage

by

collecting water from RO outlets, using
flush tanks with dual knobs, frequently
mopping the floor rather than washing
every time, using wet dusters to clean
vehicles in place of washing with running
water, collecting condensed water from
ACs, collecting Rain water from
drains

into

tanks

at

ground

roof
levels,

diverting the channels on roads to soiled areas like park so that rain water can seep into
the ground rather than flowing into sewage drains.

Swachchta Pakhwada 2019
As directed by Regional Director NSS, ‘Swachchta Pakhwada’ had to be observed by all
NSS units. This included the cleanliness activities spread over a fortnight every year
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starting from 1St August to 15th August. ANDC
Unit of NSS performed a lot of activities
during this fortnight. The activities
performed made the new volunteers acquire
the information about the society in mind and
spirit of selflessness in heart. On August 1,
the Programme Officer, Dr. Manisha Jain and
NSS Co-Convener Dr. Pooja Bhagat met the
new volunteers of the unit and made them
aware of the functioning of NSS and planned a schedule of activities to be done in the

swachhta pakhwara.
Campus Cleanliness Drive

On August 2 and 3, an extensive college campus cleanliness
drive was undertaken in which NSS volunteers along with
other college students cleaned all open areas, classrooms,
labs, canteen library and office area to create a dirt free
environment. The walls of all rooms were also cleaned from
all stickers. NSS volunteers could motivate other college
students and received assistance from them in this cleanliness drive.
The event was very successful as the impact could be seen on fellow students for the
following days, where they were seen picking up the garbage thrown by others. This
reflected in them, a feeling of keeping their college clean and throwing waste properly into
bins.
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Plantation Drive
NSS volunteers carried out a plantation
drive on August 5, 2019, in the college
campus. 20 saplings of perenniel trees
like Amaltas, Maulsiri, jatroopa, imli, and

neem were planted throughout the
campus. NSS volunteers have adopted
these saplings to take care as long as
they are staying in ANDC.

ANDC

gardeners, Sh. Babloo and Sh. Baijnath
guided the students in choosing the
location and helped in preparing the soil
for

planting

the

saplings.

Every

volunteer waters their adopted saplings on a regular basis. Except two plants, most of the
saplings are growing well.

Cleanliness Campaign and drive in adopted slums/villages
On August 6 and 8, 2019, a cleanliness awareness campaign (door to door) was done in
adopted villages Okhla, Zamrudpur, Kotla, Khanpur. On August 9 and 10, 2019, a cleanliness
drive with the help of local residents was done in adopted villages. On August 13, a
Swachhta Awareness rally was done in Giri Nagar, the area adjoining the college.
NSS Volunteers divided themselves in groups and visited different adopted areas.

Govindpuri
In Govindpuri slum the volunteer were provided cooperation from the children they used to
teach in the previous session. Involving kids in the awareness campaign could encourage the
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residents to clean their houses and the area in front
of the house. They promised that they will try to
keep their surroundings clean and beautiful.
Volunteers made them conscious about diseases
spreading due to breeding of mosquitoes in stagnant
water. It

was

a

great

experience

to

spread

awareness among residents of Govindpuri village.

Zamrudpur
Zamrudpur was adopted by ANDC few years back as village to work on but now the area is
quite developed. However it still lacks cleanliness.
The commercial area and residential area are mixed.
The ground floors of most of the houses are shops
and the upper floors are residential. There are
mostly the shops in the area with flats on their
upper part of the building. The streets lack regular
cleanliness. The main reason is the garbage thrown
by all houses on the streets. Though MCD workers do
come, the garbage is all the time littered on the
road. A cleanliness campaign followed by actual cleanliness drive did stir the residents and
the shop keepers to clean the area in front of their house and shops. Children of the area
promised to throw the garbage in the dustbin always and to convince their parents to do
the same also.
Khanpur
The team visiting the Khanpur village talked to residents about the need for cleanliness
and tried to motivate them to maintain their locality cleaner. Most of the drains were
choked with garbage. Houses in the village seem to be fine but the
condition of street is grim. Everyone seems to keep the house clean
and totally unconcerned about the surroundings. NSS volunteers in a
door to door campaign tried to create awareness about the same.
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Okhla
NSS volunteers had been quite active in Okhla village (Majdur camp)
since last session. The drains in the area are littered with rotten
eatables and plastic waste and even
thermocol waste littered by small
scale commercial units operating in
the area.

The area was full of

houseflies. Volunteers talked to
the residents and found that no
one

from

local

residents

feel

responsible enough to keep the area clean even after so
many efforts put in by volunteers in last session also. This year again the focus is on this
area to make the residents feel their responsibility towards their surroundings.

Swachchta Awareness Rally
On 13th August a swachchta

rally was organized outside the

college campus in the adjoining Giri Nagar. Posters for the rally
were made by volunteers. Beating the scorching heat of humid
weather,

NSS

volunteers

participated in the rally with
full enthusiasm shouting the
slogans “Kadam se Kadam

Milaye ja Bharat ko swachch
banaye ja”, “Sabhi rogon ki
ek dawai ghar me rakho saaf
safai” and “Hum sab ne ye thana hai bharat ko swacch
banana hai”. People came out in their balconies to watch the rally and slogans might have
instilled in them the need for change.
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An attempt to prevent food wastage
Most of the informal functions organized in the
campus witness wastage of large quantities of
leftover food. Agitated with this wastage of
resources, one of our NSS volunteer, Utkarsh
Singh (inspired from a last year’s volunteer
Manisha) came up with a suggestion of collection
and distribution of all leftover food to hungry
and needy people as and when the college will
organize any such party. The idea was implemented in very first event ‘Fresher’s party’
organized by every department. Once the party was over, NSS Volunteers collected the
food from all departments (each department had its own catering arrangement). They
were provided bigger utensils for collection by the canteen owner Mr. Tarun.

They hired

a rickshaw and went near the Gurudwara few hundred meters away from our college and
distributed the food among the labor class people. The food was sufficient to be served to
around 110 people. The benefitted people were also given a lesson to throw their used
paper plates in dustbin. This took care of littering on the road.

Workshop on Tobacco control and Prevention of Tobacco Induced Cancer
On August 22, 2019, ANDC NSS Unit organized a workshop on Tobacco control and
Prevention of Tobacco Induced Cancer, in collaboration with Sambandh NGO. Sambandh
initiated the Pleg4life camapaign aiming at preventing the children from consuming tobacco
or tobacco based products and thus
bringing

down

the

prevalence

of

tobacco induced cancers in India. Mr.
Sanjay Seth, the Head of Pleg4life
campaign,

Mr.

Coordinator

for

Pramod,

Group

Maharashtra

and

Delhi regions and Dr. Saurabh Gupta,
Cancer

Surgeon,

Max

Hospital

Shalimar Bagh, interacted with NSS
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Volunteers. Dr. Saurabh shared his experience of handling patients suffering from oral
cancers induced from tobacco consumption and Mr.
Sanjay Seth highlighted the need of involvement of
youth in fighting the tobacco addiction in Indian
Society. All NSS volunteers took the pledge that
they will not consume tobacco or tobacco based
products throughout their life and will encourage
others also to do so.

NSS volunteers are also given an opportunity to attend events pertaining to social issues,
held across the Delhi-NCR. Such events give the volunteers an exposure to various
dimensions of solving societal issues and help them broaden their thought process. Here
are some events our volunteers attended this month-

Charcha For Change
Charcha For Change was a talk discussing the most
important issue of the hour, i.e. Climate Change. It
was an initiative of Josh Talks and UNDP who
brought together an environment for us all that
talked about climate. In a world where many people
fail to believe climate change exists, the organisers
wanted to initiate a conversation over it to lay the
foundation for some innovative ideas for a sustainable and safe future.
Fifteen volunteers attended the event held on 5th August at Indian Habitat Centre.
Volunteers felt inspired by the welcome address by Ms. Shoko Noda who is UNDP Resident
Representative followed by a number of talks of innovators and entrepreneurs who have
done a commendable work in this field.

There was also an environment pop quiz on

environment conservation and a panel discussion on “Climate Change and Innovative Paths
to a sustainable future” which was very insightful.
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Goonj Volunteers Meet

Goonj, a well-known NGO of Delhi works for improving the life standards of
underprivileged by using urban waste material. ANDC NSS Volunteers had been working
for Goonj by collecting clothes, stationary and other items and sending them to Goonj’s
Sarita Vihar Unit.
Ten NSS volunteers attended a meet cum exhibition on “Disasters: Myths and Realities” at
Goonj processing centre, sarita vihar followed by a visit of Goonj’s Processing Centre.
Volunteers got to see how the Goonj Staff sort out the donated material for relief
purposes and pack them in gunny bags. They found that the processing centre had
dedicated section for kids, schools, toys, clothes for everyone, bridal material, etc. But
what was really great to see was that they were also preparing sanitary napkins from the
extra cloth material and raising awareness about menstrual issues among women in rural
areas.
Goonj staff made them learn the purpose of processing of all donations before giving
them to the needy people as the word ‘donation’ hurts the dignity of the receiver. They
were informed about how Goonj support the communities in rebuilding their villages.
Students had an interaction with Mrs. Meenakshi Gupta, co-founder of Goonj.

Fit India Movement
On August 29, 2019, Eleven NSS volunteers attended the
launch of by Hon’ble Prime Minister of India, Sh Narendra
Modi, at Indira Gandhi Stadium Complex, New Delhi. Other
NSS volunteers attended the live telecast of the same
programme arranged by Sports Department of the college.
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What do our volunteers say……
Vikalp Bajpai
B.Sc. Physical Science (Electronics) II yr
This year eleven volunteers of ANDC NSS Unit attended Fit India
launch programme.

As the name suggest it’s aim is to motivate

Indians to a have a physically and mentally healthy future. It was
launched by Hon’ble Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 29th August at
Indira Gandhi Stadium on the occasion of National Sports Day.

We reached the IGI

stadium at 7:00 AM and NSS volunteers from across DU were present along with school
students. The stadium was full to its capacity and everyone looked enthusiastic about it.
Before the starting of the event we as a group were discussing among ourselves the
purpose of this elaborate launch programme in the stadium. Then a lady sitting next to us
told us the importance of this huge launching that sometimes show offs are necessary in
the society. These are how things work in life, just like the elaborate family functions.
This way they leave an impression on the participants. Some part of our life we live for
ourselves and some part we live for others. It was an enlightening experience talking to
that lady. Then the anchor introduced various sports personalities ageing between 80
years to 103 years. They were energetic people and old age hardly meant anything to them.
Hon’ble PM arrived at 10 A.M. and everyone welcomed him with a great cheer, chanting

“MODI, MODI”. Children presented many cultural performances and their enthralling
energy grabbed our attention. Then Modi ji gave a spectacular speech regarding the
benefits of Fit India.

Prakhar Agarwal
B.Sc. Physical Science (Comp.Sc) III yr
While working in NSS I got a chance to be a part of National
Integration Camp (NIC) at Jamia Milia Islamia Cultural University,
New Delhi from December 23 to 29, 2018.

The National

Integration Camp is organised every year and duration of camp is
of seven days with day-night boarding and lodging for integrating the nation through social
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services and to promote rich cultural diversity, history of our diversified culture and to
inculcate national pride through knowledge about our culture.
The schedule was hectic and it was quite challenging for every participant to adjust with
all strangers without the resources (gadgets) which people are addicted in this era. There
were 210 NSS volunteers who come from different states of India. I was one of the
fifteen

volunteers representing Delhi University there. In shivering winter of December

it was a memorable experience to live in a tent with people from diverse cultural
backgrounds of our country.
There were many activities like brainstorming sessions, adventure activities, cultural
activities, competitions and much more from which I learnt a lot. There were many cultural
competitions. Delhi University volunteers took part in each and every event. On behalf of
Delhi University team I participated in debate competition. As many activities were going
parallel and in a short span of time, I could prepare the topic in a hurried way and that
itself was a great learning experience for me.
Though volunteers in Delhi University teams also didn't know each other still the
cooperation and team spirit in every
competition

was

commendable.

For

Nukkad Natak preparation our team was
given very less time and that was the
moment which brought team members
closer to each other with full dedication
and spirit. Our efforts were rewarded
when our team won second prize among all
state volunteers.
One day was fixed for Delhi Darshan by the organisers. A leisure time in between the
tight nss schedule gave an opportunity to strengthen the bond among the volunteers and
the purpose of this camp was being fulfilled. We got to know many things about the culture
of each other, tradition and lifestyles. The proverb Unity in Diversity was reflecting in the
camp. After spending much time away from our home, we were so attached with each
other. It was the last day tears were filled in everybody's eyes. We had made a good bond
and memory among us but now the time has come to part. The most emotional moment was
when we had to dismantle our tents which we occupied for the last seven days. Everybody
promised to stay connected under the friendship bond and spread the knowledge learnt
there.
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Manisha Bishnoi
B.Sc. (H) Zoology III yr, (NSS Volunteer 2017-19)

It was something priceless for me. I joined NSS in my first
year of college. Work done by NSS@ANDC was something
that I loved to do. It gave me lot of learning experiences and
the teachers, friends, young minds I came across the NSS
journey were worth to meet and work with.
Successfully completing any social activity gave me immense happiness. But every time it
demanded to be dedicated and calm. Participate, learn and then organize – these three
virtues led me to stand up and propose novel ideas for society improvement. One starts
from understanding the Motto "Not Me But You" and this deep understanding transforms
a person from self-centered to selfless.
If I need to talk about any one activity that I enjoyed most then it would be NIC
(National Integration Camp) organized by district Institute of Education and Training,
Mandi, Himachal Pradesh from February 12 to 18, 2019. Living together with different
state volunteers and learning about each other's culture, food, festival and traditions was
very new and interesting. This camp helped me to become more dependent on my ownself
with more confidence. Participating in different activities and cultural exchange
programmes helped me to know about incredibility of each state and their people. I like to
have a busy cum healthy lifestyle and it was all I got there. I got proper time for my
physical and mental health awareness and fun as well. Building strong relationships among
different state volunteers help society to become more peaceful and harmonious.
NSS provides you chance to satisfy yourself by doing your bit for others. Providing your
service to needy ones gives overwhelming happiness. We don't necessarily need a lot of
time, We need heart to work happily for others. NSS is the way which helps to develop
your personality, your skills, your kind and selfless attitude and it makes you a unstoppable
being.
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Heena Malik
B.Sc. (H) Chemistry

(Batch 2016-2019)

(NSS Volunteer 2018-19)

NSS - A selfless journey to selflessness.
I have been the part of NSS @ ANDC, growing and working efficiently as a contributor to
society. Starting right from Cleanliness Drive to village visits , one day activities to NSS
camps, every activity organised by the unit is helpful to large extent creating awareness
among students as well as people. I want to highlight my inexplicably awesome experience
in village visits particularly. I worked extensively in Govindpuri slum area with my team
members. Our main aim was to mobilise people regarding almost every social aspect of
society by organising campaigns like anti-cracker, road safety, cleanliness, voting rights
etc. Teaching session for students was also an important part of these visits. The NSS
volunteership created among us the team spirit, quality of leadership, self -confidence, and
of course feeling of selflessness. Thanks to our NSS Programme Officer Dr. Manisha Jain
and Co-convener Dr. Pooja Bhagat for their continuous support and guidance. Thanks to all
my fellow NSS volunteers and good luck to all the fresh volunteers joining the unit this
year.

Geetika
B.sc. Physical science (Chemistry) II yr
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Faculty Team (NSS@ANDC)
Dr. Manisha Jain, (Programme Officer)
Dr. Pooja Bhagat, (Co-convener).
Dr. Gagan Dhawan (Member)
Dr. Pankaj Khanna (Member)
Dr. Rashmi Sharma (Member)
Dr. Abhay Pratap Singh (Member)
Dr. Sanjay (Member)

Student Coordinators (NSS@ANDC)
Prakhar Agarwal, B.Sc. Phys. Sc. (Comp.Sc.) III yr
Utkarsh Singh Khati, B.Sc. (H) Chem II yr
Vikalp Bajpai, B.Sc. Phys. Sc. (Elec) II yr
Banshilal, B.Sc. (H) Phy II yr
Deepak, B.Com.(H) II yr

The present issue of this newsletter has been edited by Vikalp Bajpai and Dr. Manisha Jain
The content of this Newsletter has been contributed by Student Coordinators unless
mentioned.
The wall painting at cover page is the artwork done by NSS volunteers in session 2018-19,
on the walls of houses in Govindpuri slum area under the programme of improving the
aesthetic beauty of residential areas.
For more images and videos of work done by NSS volunteers, visit the facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/andcnss/
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NSS @ ANDC

Acharya Narendra Dev College

(University of Delhi)
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